CRAFT TIME

Lucky Sign - During Lunar New Year, red banners with lucky words or phrases are put up all round the home for fortune, prosperity, or good luck. The paper for the banners is always red, while the words are yellow or black.

Materials:
- A red, yellow, and black crayon/marker/color pencil
- MOCA LNY template
- Scissors

Instructions:
- Option 1: Use the template MOCA sent, use it as a guide to create your own lucky sign. Just color, decorate, and cut.
- Options 2: Print out the diamond template MOCA sent and choose your own lucky word! Write it, decorate it, and cut.
- Option 3: If you don’t have a printer, cut out a diamond shape on any piece of paper. Choose a lucky word from our MOCA template and create your own lucky sign that way!

Reminder: Craft Pack Pick-up for LNY from 1/27 - 2/13
福 - Fu
Good Fortune, Blessing, Happiness
利 - Li
To Benefit, to Profit
吉 - Ji
To be Lucky, to have Luck
Option 2 - Create your own Lucky Lunar New Year Sign
Choose your favorite lucky Chinese word to write in your New Year sign.

福
Good Fortune, Blessing, Happiness

利
To Benefit, to Profit

吉
To be Lucky, to have Luck